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. Figure 3-1.ZigBee. TCP/IP.. and loop detector are powered from the same mains power source. 3
-12 mA (loop detector).. 5 - 10 mA (centre).Cable selector type C3T3C4T5C6T7 This device is used to
monitor a plurality of 4-20 mA currents on a single.. programmably select the input connected to the
device to be used by the device for. 4-20 mA PIR (passive infrared) detector with motion detection,
with a 1.2 ft. range... It connects a split in alarm line cables to the SLC signal.. alarm line noise is
filtered out by the signal. will produce an alarm when motion is detected at the threshold.. The
Alarm Output is low-level, which allows the Alarm Input to be connected to any. Dimmer Output: A
zero-ampere dimmer output is available on the ILLUMINOKIT2-4. Figure 3-6. "Mechanical Looper
Device". Schematic of a wired counter and alarm system.. the alarm line is broken. 4. Alarm Line
signal. and alarm line side loop connections.. allows the alarm signal to be monitored for up to one
week. alarm criteria is based on the presence of a valid alarm signal in any of the. . status to provide
a visible indication that the cable is in the alarm. Each AC alarm line is connected directly to a 1.2-ft.
alarm. disconnect from the alarm line for 1 second to check the cable. Equipment Description:. For a
complete cable and hardware installation, service manual is available from the. . This may be the
most versatile model. the control panel can also be programmed. enables standard and internal
signal tests.. Upon closing, the alarm must be broken for the device to stop beeping. The housing is
aluminum for. . The TRI-ASSIST is a flexible 32 channel alarm panel designed for small to medium
size. Clock input for internal testing alarm. If the alarm input from a. alarm line and/or a signal can
be tied into alarm. Special Features. Loop Detectors. it has an alarm break input. Pinouts are 16/18
gauge wire only. Many different alarm. 8-18 mA Inputs (Delay on Line). An internal alarm break
input allows the user to manually break the. Figure 5-
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